A response to James Hathaway’s ‘Fixing the refugee system’

The geography of a global refugee system

Joris Schapendonk sees several strengths of Hathaway’s global refugee system. But geographical differences, individual and collective aspirations of refugees and an emerging migration industry deserve more attention. Concrete ways will have to be sought to incorporate the socio-economic lifeworlds of refugees.

During the conference ‘A human act or devil’s pact? Human rights aspects of migration agreements between EU and third countries’, organized by the College voor de Rechten van de Mens and the Commissie Meliers (The Hague, 18 May 2017), the Canadian Professor James Hathaway presented his straightforward five-point plan that aims to ‘fix the international refugee system.’ Professor Hathaway – an internationally acknowledged authority in the field of refugee law – is firm and clear in his critique of the current global refugee system. According to him, it is just highly dysfunctional.

Before I recapture his diagnosis of the current state of affairs and his proposal to fix the system, it is important to note that the so-called European refugee crisis has not been the main reason for him to fundamentally rethink the current refugee system. In fact, during his ESIL lecture in Amsterdam one year previously, he stressed that the developed world could now finally see and experience the horror that has routinely afflicted states of the Global South for decades. This reality gives rise to his hope that the Global North now also starts to realize that the system needs some fundamental fixing.

In this commentary, I briefly outline and comment on his main ideas from my own academic point of view. That is to say that I am not a legal scholar, nor an expert on refugees per se, and for this reason I cannot provide any critique on the legal technicalities of Hathaway’s global refugee system. In fact, I will use my specific disciplinary background of Human Geography as well as my research on the migration trajectories of African migrants towards Europe to reflect on his main ideas.

1 The problem and the fixing

It is crucial to note that Hathaway’s diagnosis of the problem does not address the Refugee Convention itself. For Hathaway, the legal definition of a refugee has proven to be extremely flexible so that it includes initially unforeseen groups of people in need of protection. At the same time, the convention is massively attentive to the safety and security concerns of states by, for instance, excluding fugitives from a legal refugee status. For Hathaway, the problem of the current situation is not a problem of rules and regulations, it is actually a problem of implementation: The refugee regime was never intended to operate in the atomized and uncoordinated way that has characterized most of its nearly 65 years of history.

One of his main concerns is that the refugee regime has placed the challenge of receiving refugees (and its financial burdens) on the shoulders of states located in the Global South. More than 80 per cent of the refugees are found in the developing world. These countries with very little resources receive very little financial support of the developed world to cope with the refugee situations at play. By looking at the numbers, Hathaway finds the efforts of the richer countries to resettle refugees from the Global South simply a joke. He concludes

---
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4 As he stated during his ESIL lecture: ‘Not only do we [the developed world] do almost nothing to guarantee payment for this system, but in human terms our contributions are beyond pathetic. Of the 25 million or so refugees in the world, only about a 100,000 were resettled last year. And in that, really only three
that the global refugee system lacks international solidarity which, as a direct consequence, leaves many refugee communities to live in isolated but permanent refugee camps, sometimes for generations. As he underlines, the majority of refugees in the world has never been able 'to get back on their feet again' after they have left their countries of origin.

The current system of ad hoc responses of single states also produces, according to this scholar of refugee law, avoidable humanitarian dramas due to the lack of binding institutional mechanisms that prepare for refugee movements. As we have seen in Greece and the rest of Europe in 2015, the lack of political organization has left many tens of thousands of refugees in desperate conditions and has produced severe limbo situations in which refugees endlessly wait in UNCHR camps at best, or in self-improvised shelters at worst. In other words, it is a dysfunctional system because it has never achieved to create order in a context of disordered refugee situations, neither for refugees — nor for states.

As an alternative, James Hathaway pleads for a global system that shares out the financial burdens and humanitarian responsibilities for any refugee movement. His proposal is based on an administrative infrastructure that creates a more orderly and dignified protection process, which would be in the end beneficial for states in the Global South, states in the Global North and, not the least important, the refugees in question. In a nutshell, Hathaway’s solution to the messy refugee situations all over the world is a global distribution system that decouples the actual location of the refugee from the location of protection.

The main argument for this is that in the current situation refugees are granted limited access to ‘meaningful protection’ due to the political reluctance of states to deal properly with refugees. This reluctance is based on a general belief among governments that refugees impose ‘unconditional and indefinite obligations on them’. As Hathaway firmly states, this results in regressive political means, such as the building of fences and walls, to ‘solve’ unpredictable refugee movements.

With the decoupling of the actual location of a refugee from the location of protection he puts emphasis on the very first priority of refugees: to get oneself in a safe place. In exchange for this, he somehow sacrifices the free will and preferences of people where this safe place actually should be. As he summarized during his lecture: dignity comes first, people’s choices come second. With this point, he emphasizes that the refugee system is not an immigration system but a human rights system ‘that provides protection for the duration of risk’. Consequently, people who enter their global refugee system might be transferred to locations very far away from the locations where they found access to the refugee system. Indeed, he imagines a refugee distribution system on a global level that is based on burden and responsibility sharing between states. It is a common but differentiated system.

meaning that all states contribute though not in the same way. It is a system that moves from national administration to international quotas and status determination. In so doing, this system prepares for, rather than reacts to, refugee movements and guarantees access to meaningful protection for all refugees with no penalty for unlawful entry or presence.

2. A geographical critique

2.1 Three strengths
Let me start with highlighting why I think we should embrace this proposal — or at least think with it — instead of accepting the status quo. Professor Hathaway proposes a system that is based on the principle that any refugee crisis is a global crisis, and this demands burden-sharing and international cooperation. Therefore, the first major strength of his proposal is that it challenges us to go beyond the Eurocentric discourse that has somehow defined the Syrian crisis as a European refugee crisis. The system Hathaway proposes asks us to broaden our perspective by taking into account the realities for refugees in faraway places, such as the Somali refugee communities in Kenya, the Syrian refugees in Lebanon and the Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh or Indonesia. Changing this Eurocentric perspective also means that we do not see Turkey, Libya or Morocco simply as ‘transit states’ in the framework of migration policy making, nor do we approach Nigeria and Ethiopia simply as ‘countries of origin’. These countries too have their complex immigration and emigration flows, and these states too have their own political concerns and policy priorities as regards migration. Moving towards the global perspective that Professor Hathaway suggests is not an easy shift, but it is necessary to put the EU situation in the right perspective, both in terms of the numbers of incoming refugees and in terms of the notion that ‘Europe is not the one and only political actor who is responsible for solving the problem’.

The second major strength of Hathaway’s proposal is that it concerns a system that prepares for refugee movements rather than being a system that reacts once ‘we’ think that there are too many refugees moving in our direction. By getting rid of the criminalization of refugees for crossing borders in unauthorized means, it will put an end to what is called the deterrence paradigm in which states react to refugee movements with restrictive migration control policies. This would be a major step forwards.

17 See also M. Colley, ‘Solidarity with neighbours: The case of Rohingya refugees in Aceh-Indonesia’, presentation at the 2nd Transmobilities Conference, 8 June 2017, Ravenna.
Thirdly, this proposal clearly takes into account the refugees’ livelihoods after they have found institutional protection. It centres around the idea that refugees deserve to have a future, somewhere. During his presentation on the 18th of May 2017, Professor Hathaway underlined that many discussions on the Refugee Convention overlook what he calls the ‘core of the Refugee Convention’. The core of the convention is about empowering refugees to get back on their feet again, to live independent lives.

Furthermore, and unsurprisingly so, reception conditions differ significantly. There are reception centres that grant you more freedom than others, that give you more pocket money than others, that give you better legal assistance than others. Needless to indicate, the chances to ‘move on in life’ are of course also dependent on local conditions. That is the reason why many migrants – even if they have been granted a protection status – move unseen and sometimes undocumented to places outside Italy. A global refugee system on paper does not wipe out geographical differences, and it is important to realize this in order to prevent the spread of false promises and high hopes.

*My second concern is strongly related to the former. Hathaway’s proposal is rather unclear about the foreseen directionality of the relocations that the system would produce in practice. One can interpret this in two ways. Considering Hathaway’s critique of the absence of structural resettlements in the current system, the proposal can be basically approached as a redistribution model bringing more refugees from the Global South to the Global North. When this directionality is made explicit, I am less convinced than Professor Hathaway whether there is sufficient political will in the Global North to accept and embrace this new system.

Alternatively, the proposed system can indeed be a global lottery where matching may exist, but in theory refugees can be relocated within the Global South, within the Global North, from the South to the North, and maybe also from the North to the South, from, let us say, Sweden to Angola. This lottery system would undoubtedly create new challenges as it pinpoints refugees to places that do not necessarily meet their aspirations.

I would like to relate this point to Hathaway’s own critique regarding EU’s Dublin Convention. For Hathaway there is no legal reason in the Refugee Convention to assign refugee’s first country of entry as his/her destination country. This regulation would actually create an incentive for refugees to move onwards in irregular ways. The lottery principle of the global system that is proposed may produce unintended and undesirable consequences for the same reason. We know from studies like that of Cindy Horst (2006) in the Dadaab refugee camp in Kenya or that of Judith Zijlstra and Ilse van Liempt (2017) on the Balkan route that refugees are ‘connected’ people. Through their social networks, they compare their situations, discuss opportunities and navigate their journeys. If you deprive refugees completely of choice, as the system does so clearly, I am afraid that we will have a flourishing industry specialized in ‘reintroducing’ agency and choice for the very same refugees. This


The proposal for a global solution challenges us to go beyond the Eurocentric discourse that has somehow defined the Syrian crisis as a European refugee crisis

2.2 Three concerns

Despite this positive foundation, I do have three interrelated concerns that I would like to raise here. The first refers to the idea that somehow ‘the global’ dimension of Hathaway’s proposal seems to translate almost automatically into a homogeneous and universal system. Whether a refugee deserves protection is not the main concern of geographers, because that is the field of legal scholars. For us geographers, it is more interesting to raise the questions where this protection can be granted, and why? In this sense, a global solution is never really global as there are always local dynamics that create differentiation and deviation.

To give a metaphorical example: a bottle of Fanta lemonade looks and tastes very differently in Dar el Salaam than it does in The Hague. Local twists give Fanta different characteristics across the globe. In this context, Hathaway provides very little clarity with regard to the fundamental geographical questions involved. After all, the question in the head of many refugees is: where is my new home? The answer that Hathaway’s proposed system would provide is basically the following: your new home can be anywhere, because it is not you who decides where you go but the system.

At this point, there is an interesting parallel with my empirical work within and beyond Europe. For many of my West African respondents who have survived the desert journey through Libya and who have reached Italy later on, the Italian asylum system is what they call ‘a paper lottery’. It is a paper lottery because you have no decision-making power at all where your case will be processed. And, in terms of the outcome and length of the procedures, this seems to matter. I am following six young men from Senegambia since the beginning of 2014, and they have similar narratives and socio-political backgrounds. They more or less followed the same route and even reached Lampedusa with the same boat. But from there they were transferred to different places, and the legal outcomes of their asylum cases differ considerably, from obtaining a five-year protection-based status to being undocumented ever since. Thus, while Hathaway’s system seeks for global solutions, there are questions to be raised regarding the universality and standardization of asylum within the same country. Evidently, more discrepancies arise when we scale up the question of the harmonization of asylum to the level of the European Union.

If you deprive refugees completely of choice, we will have a flourishing industry specialized in ‘reintroducing’ agency, consisting of the brokering services, smugglers and traffickers.

In my viewpoint, refugees are indeed forced to leave home, but that does not mean that they have no idea about where they can build up their new homes. Many prefer to stay close to the country of origin, others try their luck further away. In order to avoid new forms of disordered migration, I think we should take the aspirations of refugees seriously into account in the relocation process. The principle of matching, which is repeatedly mentioned by Hathaway, could be an important first step towards this. However, the fact that it is not explicitly incorporated in his five-point plan makes me wonder about the strategic role matching plays in the system and the way it will be actually operationalized when it comes down to individual and collective aspirations.

My third concern points to a tension in the main line of argumentation with regard to refugees’ right to live independent lives, as advocated by Hathaway. Following his arguments, refugees are sharply distinguished from economic migrants as the former find themselves in a human rights system and the latter in an immigration system. In some of his lectures, Hathaway semi-jokingly stated that students would fail his courses if they write about ‘economic refugees’. To some extent, I accept this argument and I agree with him that it should not matter, in legal terms, whether a refugee has other aspirations than seeking protection, like finding a good job, raising a family, et cetera. These aspirations are quite human – as Hathaway would say. But one could also have a very different reading of his proposal. Namely, that his plea for more social and economic rights to enable refugees to ‘go on with their lives’ actually challenges governments to acknowledge that every refugee is in potential an immigrant and that every refugee deserves to live in an environment in which she or he can build a new home. This message might be more controversial in the political sense, but at least it is more transparent and honest about what it entails for states when refugees are granted with social and economic rights.

In other words, the five-point plan seeks to spread two main messages that I found very hard to reconcile. On the one hand, the main message to national governments is: do not worry, these refugees are here for a specific duration of risk. On the other hand, the main message to refugees is: please do your best and invest in your futures and create your new homes, wherever the system decides it to be. Because of this tension, I foresee a highly problematic situation in which refugees who have managed to get back on their feet again are actively pushed by governments (after the duration of risk has passed) to leave their new homes behind again because it is assumed/preferred that their real homes are located somewhere else – in their country of origin.  

Again, I would like to express my appreciation to Professor Hathaway and the team of experts he has worked with for developing this global refugee system. However, before we continue to work with it, I think it is wise to anticipate better some of the unforeseen consequences, to remain realistic about the geographical differences within a global system and to seek concrete ways to incorporate the socio-economic lifeworlds of refugees.
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A brief response

James C. Hathaway*

James Hathaway understands the risks of his proposal, but because the present system delivers tragically little it would be wrong not to aim for a fundamental and global reform.

Dr. Schapendonk’s engagement with my proposal to reform the way we implement global refugee law – his willingness ‘to think with’ my five-point plan – is a wonderful gift. As the plan was explicitly offered as a conversation opener rather than as a ‘ready to roll out’ model, his insights from the optic of migration dynamics are both welcome and important.

His first concern is that even with the shift I propose from state-by-state to common international administration there would still likely to be variations in the way that refugees are treated in different regions of the world. I suspect he is correct that it will be difficult to attain a completely ‘homogeneous and universal’ system. But given the truly massive disparities in the way refugees are treated today from one country to another, I’d say that the shift to international administration is still worth contemplating. After all, some progress toward seeing all refugees as equally worthy of dignified treatment is surely better than none. The efficiencies of the shift would also yield many millions of euros that could be used to fund other critical aspects of the proposed protection regime, such as providing start-up grants for refugees to collaborate with host communities in developing shared economies. A common status assessment system would moreover provide the basis for global responsibility sharing, since there would be a single mechanism for assessing entitlement to protection. And once refugees are allocated for protection, I believe that we can at least attenuate differences of treatment by means of the real incentives built into the proposed system for host states to meet international protection standards: specifically, verifiable respect for refugee rights would be the quid pro quo for receiving both guarantees of burden sharing and offers of residual resettlement places for refugees unable either to go home or to integrate locally.

But will some refugees resist a managed process of assignment to a state – usually in their region of origin in order to maximize cultural and functional compatibility – for the maximum 6-year ‘duration of risk’ phase? And might some refugees not be keen to accept a residual offer of permanent resettlement to a state – normally in another region, and predominantly in the developed world – if unable to go home or to integrate locally? I find this concern especially troubling; as a human rights lawyer I’m loathe to impose a solution on anyone. But again it’s important to think about the ground reality: most refugees today have no meaningful choice about where to go, and are often stuck for decades in protracted refugee situations in countries that are unable really to protect them. We should of course attenuate the element of compulsion by building on new insights about ‘preference matching’ – giving individual refugees some voice in the assignment process. But in the end, isn’t it more important to give every refugee a dignified alternative to being persecuted at home than it is to guarantee all refugees perfect choice about where to go?

And yes, I agree with Dr. Schapendonk that some refugees will find ways – no doubt abetted by smugglers – to evade the managed regime. But that would be no more true than it is under extant completely arbitrary assignment regimes, such as that established by the Dublin Regulation. At least under the proposed approach, more refugees would have more dignified options than they do now.

The third concern is that it may be difficult to reconcile a commitment to empowering refugees – in particular by ensuring that they can work and start businesses – with the model’s two-phase protection process comprising up to 6 years in a regional host state followed by extraregional permanent resettlement if necessary. It’s of course true that the best result would be to give all refugees an immediate and permanent new home. But the commitment to guaranteeing all refugees unable to go home permanent resettlement depends on keeping the numbers manageable. Since about 1/3 of refugees can and do safely repatriate within 6 years and recent research suggests that almost as many may be offered local integration under an empowering approach to ‘protection for duration of risk,’ the 6-year buffer is an important means of ensuring that the number of refugees needing resettlement is kept in check – and hence the residual resettlement guarantee can be honoured. More generally, though, research on refugee economies suggests that even refugees not granted a permanent status can and do become economically productive quite quickly, often able not only to meet their own needs but even to produce employment opportunities for host populations. This makes them more viable candidates for local integration or, if they either repatriate or resettle, can provide them with a new and valuable set of skills and connections.

In the end, I agree with Dr. Schapendonk that it is best to identify and to begin thinking about responses to the concerns that he and others have raised. The key imperative, though, is to reorient that conversation away from the piecemeal tinkering now on offer under the UN’s global compact process. For the first time, powerful states are experiencing some of the dysfunctionality of the way refugee law is implemented, thus giving us a perhaps unique opportunity to enlist them in the global reform process. It would literally be a tragedy to squander that opportunity, as the UN now seems poised to do. Yes, there are clearly risks in changing the way to protection. But since we know that the present system delivers tragically little both to most refugees and to the overwhelmingly impoverished states that host them, it would be wrong not to aim for a truly fundamental and global reform. My sincere hope is that others will join Joris Schapendonk and me in ‘thinking with’ the reformulation proposal as the starting point for that much-needed critical engagement.